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Abstract 
A novel approach for the rational arrangement of fiber reinforcements on masonry structures based 
on topology optimization is presented. Following previous experiences on the automatic 
achievement of strut-and-tie models in reinforced concrete structures, the minimization of the strain 
energy can be implemented to derive optimal layouts of reinforcement for any structural element. 
To cope with the brickwork limited strength, the optimal problem can be conveniently reformulated 
as the minimization of the amount of reinforcement that is required to keep tensile stresses in any 
masonry element below a prescribed threshold. The out-of-plane macroscopic elastic properties and 
strength domain of brickwork are derived through an original homogenization approach, which 
relies upon the discretization of 1/4 of any unit cell by six constant moment elements. Thanks to the 
limited number of variables involved, fast evaluations of masonry macroscopic strength domain can 
be obtained. This criterion is implemented into the multi-constrained discrete formulation of the 
topology optimization algorithm, to locally control the internal actions field over the design domain. 
Topology optimization is then applied to the investigation of the optimal reinforcement of plain and 
windowed panels, comparing the conventional energy-based method and the proposed stress-based 
approach.  
 
Keywords: masonry, reinforcement, out-of-plane loads, homogenization, topology optimization, 
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1. Introduction 
Masonry out-of-plane failures are very common in presence of deformable floors [1] and occur 
always at very low levels of the horizontal actions [2]-[6], especially for historical buildings with 
poor mechanical properties of the joints and for slender perimeter walls. 
From both experimental experience and post-earthquake surveys, it can be stated that out-of-plane 
damages regard slender walls, for which it is acceptable to assume that masonry behaves as a thin 
Kirchhoff–Love plate [4], so that, at the macro-scale, almost every out-of-plane damage mechanism 
can be described as a combination of three fundamental meso-scale mechanisms: vertical bending, 
horizontal bending, and torsion. 
Another important issue that influences both strength and ductility is the static vertical compression, 
due to the gravity loads. As well known, indeed, gravity plays a fundamental role in the definition 
of the moment-curvature non-linear relationship, at a sectional level, in conjunction with the texture 
geometry of the masonry.  
Orthotropy is another key feature, and it is significantly related to masonry texture, especially for 
horizontal bending, i.e. with rotation along a vertical axis [4]-[7]. Texture produces perceivable 
effects that tend to become more evident with the progressive degradation of the material. Mainly, 
the different topology of the continuous horizontal mortar joints with respect to the vertical ones, 
interrupted by the blocks, implies that mortar shear response tends to play a significant role under 
horizontal bending, while it is substantially not influent in the vertical bending response. 
In this context, it appears paramount for design, either a refurbishment or upgrading of existing 
masonry panels, especially where horizontal actions are expected to occur (i.e. in seismic zone). To 
increase the out-of-plane bearing capacity of masonry walls, it is possible to utilize conventional 
retrofitting techniques, such as external reinforcement with steel plates, surface concrete coating 
and welded mesh. Unfortunately they have proven to be impractical, time expensive and add 
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considerable mass to the structure. In general, this latter feature is generally considered a critical 
drawback in seismic zone, because it increases inertia forces induced by earthquakes.  
All things considered, the use of Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRPs) to strengthen or retrofit existing 
masonry [8]-[15] may have particular appeal, including this kind of structural reinforcement 
flexibility, reversibility, and limited increase in structural weight.  
So far, the layout of the reinforcing strips has been basically driven by the intuition, owing to the 
simplicity of the loading conditions in the case of laboratory samples, or by the intent of healing 
existing cracks in the case of real structures.  
An alternative, which however is still heuristic, is to perform Finite Element computations on the 
reinforced structures and try to dispose strips in such a way to close active cracks forming the 
failure mechanism [15]. While this latter approach is quite straightforward, it has the rather relevant 
disadvantage of requiring a superabundant reinforcement, because the reinforcement is placed 
perpendicularly to all yield lines forming the failure mechanism. Conversely, a desired increase of 
the load bearing capacity could be obtained simply with the inhibition of the first cracks forming 
under the application of the loads. 
Generally speaking, in presence of complex geometries, constraints and loading conditions, more 
sophisticated approaches with topology optimization base should be used. An attempt in this end 
was made by Krevaikas and Triantafillou [16], who identified the optimal layout of FRP strips to be 
placed on in-plane loaded masonry walls. The approach was on a rational basis, by preliminarily 
defining a grid through which the optimal reinforcing array has to pass.  
Recently, an innovative methodology based on the combined utilization of homogenization 
concepts and topology optimization was proposed both for in-plane loaded masonry structures in 
[17] with stress-constraints imposed on the masonry layer, and for out-of-plane loaded masonry in 
[18] in the framework of a standard energy based procedure. Both approaches proved robustness 
and promising flexibility, without requiring any a-priori assumption on the optimal reinforcing 
layout. In the present work, a topology optimization approach with stress constraints is extended to 
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the case of masonry walls out-of-plane loaded. At this aim, the simple homogenization model 
proposed in the elastic range in [18] to quickly estimate flexural masonry homogenized stiffness, is 
extended to the limit analysis case (both bricks and mortar are assumed as rigid-perfectly plastic 
materials with infinite ductility) for a fast and reliable evaluation of the macroscopic masonry out-
of-plane strength domain.  
The model relies into the subdivision of the elementary cell into 24 constant moment triangular 
elements. Imposing equilibrium on interfaces and anti-periodicity conditions at the boundary of the 
elementary cell, the determination of both elastic moduli and failure surfaces involves a very 
limited number of unknowns. The elastic problem is solved on the unit cell by means of the 
constrained minimization of the complementary energy, whereas the determination of the 
homogenized strength domain is handled within the classic lower bound theorem of limit analysis 
and thus solved with the recursive solution of linear programming problems. 
A wide literature exists about the automatic achievement of strut-and-tie models in reinforced 
concrete structures via topology optimization, see e.g. [19], suggesting the adoption of the strain 
energy as objective function to be minimized with the aim of providing an optimal reinforcement 
for any structural element. However, such procedure does not account for the limited masonry 
strength in tension. In this paper, this crucial issue is tackled, conveniently reformulating the 
optimal problem as the minimization of the amount of reinforcement that is needed to keep tensile 
stresses in any masonry element below a prescribed threshold. 
Once the homogenized behavior of the wall in the elastic range and at failure is known, a topology 
optimization problem with constraints on the moments acting on the masonry layer is therefore 
proposed to estimate the optimal layout of the external FRP reinforcement that complies with the 
assigned out-of-plane load, without violating in any point the admissible internal actions state for 
masonry elements. In particular, the present contribution investigates numerical features and 
optimal layouts achieved by the proposed stress-based approach, providing a comparison with the 
conventional energy-based approach as well. 
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The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the out-of-plane homogenization problem is briefly 
recalled, whereas is Sections 3 and 4, respectively the elastic and limit analysis homogenization 
models for masonry loaded out-of-plane are presented. The approach is tested on both the linear 
elastic and limit analysis case, comparing results obtained with alternative approaches available in 
the literature and FE computations when dealing with the elastic case. The topology optimization 
problem that allows for the optimal reinforcement of a masonry panel in bending is formulated in 
Section 5. Section 6 is finally dedicated to the detailed analysis of three structural problems, where 
the optimal reinforcing layouts for a solid and two windowed panel are derived. 
2. Masonry homogenization, simple out-of-plane model in the linear 
elastic and limit analysis case 
Let us consider an out-of-plane loaded masonry wall, relying into a regular pattern of units, 
separated by bed and head mortar joints. Owing to the material periodicity, a single unit cell (Y) can 
be used as Representative Volume Element (RVE) for the heterogeneous medium, that is, the 
smallest volume element containing all the information necessary to completely describe the 
macroscopic behavior of the entire wall (see Figure 1). If a running bond (or a header bond) pattern 
is considered, as shown in Figure 1, it is expedient to adopt a unit cell of rectangular shape. 
Homogenization is a convenient strategy to analyze masonry structures, both in the linear and in the 
non-linear range, since the mechanical properties of the constituent materials (bricks and mortar) 
are accounted for only at the cell level, and large scale FE computations at the macro-scale can be 
performed without the need of meshing joints and bricks separately.  
Homogenization has long been used for the analysis of in-plane loaded masonry structures [20]-
[27], and has recently been extended to masonry walls subjected to out-of-plane loads (see e.g. 
[5][15][28]-[31] etc.). 
According to homogenization theory for heterogeneous bodies in bending [29], averaged quantities 
representing the macroscopic curvature and moment tensors (denoted by χ and M, respectively) are 
defined as: 
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where Y denotes the elementary cell, V its volume, A the area of the cell in the x-y plane, )(uε and 
σ  the local (microscopic) strains and stresses, respectively and u  the displacement field inside the 
RVE. 
The local stress σ  and displacement u  fields must fulfill suitable periodicity conditions that read:  
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where peru  is the periodic part of the displacement field, v is any point in the RVE at z=0 in the 
local reference frame, ∂Y is the boundary of the RVE and n is the unit outward normal vector to ∂Y 
(see Figure 1).  
To analyze the macroscopic elastic behaviour of a masonry wall in bending, the simplest hypothesis 
that can be done is assuming both constituent materials to be linearly elastic, with joints reduced to 
interfaces of vanishing thickness. It this framework, units are discretized by means of a coarse mesh 
consisting of constant moment triangles (CMT), independently formulated by Hellan [32] and 
Herrmann [33], as sketched in Figure 1. This type of triangular element has been preferred to other 
more accurate elements, such as those proposed by Krenk et al. [34] and Krabbenhoft and Damkilde 
[35], due to its simplicity and to the low number of unknowns involved in the optimization 
procedure (see Sec. 4). 
A constant moment field is assumed within each element, so that three moment unknowns per 
element are introduced. These unknowns are the bending moments (per unit length) about the 
horizontal and vertical axis, and the twisting moment (Mxx, Myy, Mxy), see Figure 1. 
The choice of meshing 1/4 of the brick through at least 3 triangular elements is due to the need of 
reproducing the presence of twisting in the bed joints (element 2 in Figure 1) under horizontal 
bending. In this way, and with the coarse discretization adopted, 1/4 of the RVE is meshed through 
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6 triangles, indicated in Figure 1 by 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9. The generalization of the symbols to the whole 
cell is straightforward.  
From here onwards, the superscript (n) will indicate any moment component belonging to the n-th 
element. Accordingly, assuming the wall to undergo thin-plate conditions, the moment tensor in the 
n-th CMT element, )(nM , is characterized by the three non-vanishing components )(nxxM  
(horizontal bending), )(nyyM  (vertical bending) and 
)(n
xyM  (torque). 
Assuming a stress-based approach, and neglecting both body forces and out-of-plane tractions, 
equilibrium within any element is a-priori satisfied, being the moment tensor element-wise constant 
( 0// 2)(22)(2 =∂∂+∂∂ yMxM nxy
n
xx  and 0//
2)(22)(2 =∂∂+∂∂ yMxM nyy
n
xy ). On the contrary, two equality 
constraints involving bending and twisting moments along the interface between adjoining 
triangular elements have to be prescribed at any internal interface. For instance, the moment vector 
must be continuous across the interface between elements 1 and 2. It can be easily shown that the 
moment components in elements (1) and (2) are linked by the following two equations:  
( ))2()1()1()2( xyxyxxxx MMMM −+= ζ  
( ))2()1(1)1()2( xyxyyyyy MMMM −+= −ζ
 
(3) 
having denoted by ζ the ratio of the semi-length to the height of the brick (ζ = b/2a). Similar 
equations must be written at all the remaining interfaces, which are globally 28. A total of 56 
equilibrium equations at the interfaces is obtained, whereas 72 are the unknown internal actions 
components (three for each triangular element). 
Anti-periodicity constraints for the moment vector are prescribed on the couples of triangles 1-6, 7-
12, 13-18, 19-24, 1-19, 3-21, 4-22, 6-24, leading to additional 16 equalities. For instance, referring 
to couple 1-6, moment anti-periodicity amounts at setting: 
)6()1(
xxxx MM =
 
)6()1(
xyxy MM = . 
(4) 
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Not all the equations are, however, linearly independent. In particular, it can be shown that the 
corner elements 1, 6, 19 and 24 provide 4 linearly dependent equations for the twisting moment.  
3. Homogenized masonry elastic moduli 
The homogenized flexural rigidities can be obtained with the procedure envisaged in [21][18], 
where the reader is referred for details, minimizing the complementary energy in the unit cell - see a 
similar procedure for the in-plane case in [21]. In this case, the complementary energy is given by 
the following quadratic form:  
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where Ntr is the number of triangular elements, of area )(itrA , NI is the total number of mortar 
interfaces, )(iIA  is the area of the i-th mortar interface, ijχ are prescribed macroscopic curvature 
components conjugated to the three macroscopic moments Mij. Summation over i and j is implied (i, 
j = x or y), 
The determination of the plate elastic moduli can be obtained by a constrained minimization of the 
complementary energy, which is a quadratic form in the 72 independent moment components in the 
elements and the three macroscopic moments. 
In order to test the reliability of the procedure proposed, a technically meaningful example is 
analyzed in detail, consisting of a masonry wall with bricks of dimensions 215×65×102.5 mm3 
(length × height × thickness) disposed in running bond, and mortar joints 5 mm thick. 
Here it is worth noting that such example refers to some windowed panels tested out-of-plane up to 
collapse by Chong and co-workers [36][37] and that the orthotropic stiffness matrix here derived 
will be used within the topology optimization problem discussed next. 
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Thanks to the very limited number of optimization variables involved, a standard large scale 
quadratic programming routine is utilized to solve the elastic problem on the unit cell, eq. (5), 
varying the ratio of the elastic moduli of brick and mortar (Eb/Em) over a wide range. 
The mechanical properties of the constituent materials are summarized in Table I; the mortar joint 
elastic modulus is progressively decreased from the value given in Table I down to 1/35 of the brick 
elastic modulus. 
Results of the simulations are summarized in Figure 2, where a comparison with results obtained 
utilizing a standard 3D FE discretization of the elementary cell is reported. The FE procedure 
adopted is an out-of-plane homogenization, firstly proposed for this kind of problems in [29]. The 
linear elastic homogenization problem, as well as the periodicity conditions to be applied within a 
commercial FE code to get the homogenized elastic coefficients, are discussed in detail in 
[24][29][30]. The FE discretization adopted is depicted in Figure 3, it is sufficiently refined and 
authors experienced very little differences on homogenized elastic moduli with a further reduction 
of the mesh size. 
Dijhk moduli obtained using Lourenço [38] and Zucchini & Lourenço [26] models are also reported 
for the sake of completeness. According to the in-plane macroscopic stiffness coefficients Aijhk 
predicted by these models, the flexural rigidities Dijhk are computed as Aijhkt3/12, t being the wall 
thickness. 
The procedure proposed by Zucchini & Lourenço [26] belongs to the wide family of in-plane 
models (see also [22][23]). This procedure has proved to be relatively reliable and allows the 
homogenized elastic moduli to be obtained solving a set of simplified compatibility and equilibrium 
equations deduced from the behavior of a unit cell discretized by means of 3D finite elements. The 
disadvantage is that the procedure holds for membrane loads, and may lead to incorrect predictions 
of the flexural rigidity about an horizontal axis, which is significantly affected by twisting of the 
mortar joints, especially if blocks are rigid or the brick-to-mortar Young’s modulus ratio is large. 
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The procedure proposed by Lourenço [38] consists in homogenizing a masonry pillar constituted by 
two half bricks (of height h) and a joint (of thickness e). Accordingly, it can be regarded as a 
variation of the procedure by Pande et al. [22] applied to the evaluation of the vertical membrane 
stiffness exclusively. For such a structural system, the flexural rigidity about a horizontal axis can 
be deduced in closed form and is provided by the following formula: 
( ) ( )
m
m
b
b
yyyy
E
e
E
h
ehtD
22
3
1112 νν −+−
+
=  
(6) 
The error estimation depicted in Figure 2-b shows that in most cases the present approach fits well 
the results obtained with the previously presented simplified approaches, even in presence of quite 
weak mortar joints. There is a significant deviation from Zucchini & Lourenço’s model only in 
terms of Dxxxx as Eb/Em >20 for the reason discussed above. 
4. Homogenized strength domain 
When dealing with rigid-perfectly plastic materials, a particularly simple lower bound problem of 
limit analysis is obtained. With the same rough discretization adopted within the linear elastic case, 
unknowns involved into the limit analysis problem are internal variables (bending moment and 
torque of each element) and the external load multiplier. Considering all the REV, total unknowns 
are therefore 3×24+1=73, including also the load multiplier. Within the limit analysis problem, 68 
linearly independent equations must be considered, derived from equilibrium at the edge of 
adjoining elements and anti-periodicity. Finally, a set of inequality constraints representing the yield 
conditions at the interfaces and on elements, involving bending moment and torque unknowns, fully 
defines the optimization problem. The objective function, in the framework of the lower bound 
theorem of limit analysis, is represented by the load multiplier.  
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To estimate a single point of the out-of-plane homogenized yield domain in the xyyyxx MMM −−  
space, it is necessary to select a direction vector [ ]TM γβα=n  so that the point on the failure 
surface to be found is Mnλ , and to solve the following non-linear programming (NLP) problem: 
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(7)
 
 
The symbols used in equation (7) have the following meaning: 
- iA  is the area of the i-th element (ab/8 or ab/16); 
- X is a 73×1 of optimization unknowns (elements moments and collapse multiplier); 
- Ieq
I
eq bXA =  is a set of linear equations collecting equilibrium constraints on all the interfaces. 
I
eqA  is a 56×73 matrix and 
I
eqb  is a 56×1 array with entries equal to zero; 
- apeq
ap
eq bXA =  collects the anti-periodicity conditions and it is therefore a set of 16 equations (some 
of them linearly dependent). Thus apeqA  is a 16×73 matrix and 
ap
eqb  is a 16×1 array with entries 
equal to zero; 
- ( ) 0f ≤)()()( ,, ixyiyyixxiE MMM  is a set of possibly non-linear inequalities constraints representing the 
failure surface adopted for the i-th element; 
- ( ) 32 ..., ,1, )()( =∀≤ iMM intIinnIiI  0f  plays the role of iEf  for the interfaces, with )(innIM  and )(intIM  
indicating respectively the bending moment and torsion acting on the i-th interface. 
When dealing with brick triangles (continuum), since Kirchhoff-Love plate elements are utilized to 
discretize the elementary cell, a failure surface in the xyyyxx MMM −−  space is needed. Such failure 
surface is typically obtained subdividing the element along the thickness t  into several layers, say 
In , and assuming for each layer a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion in plane stress. Within such 
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assumption, the following lower bound limit analysis problem is solved to find a point belonging to 
the failure surface assumed for the triangular element (i.e. ( ) 0f =)()()( ,, ixyiyyixxiE MMM ) in the 
xyyyxx MMM −−  space, with pre-assigned direction defined by the unitary vector [ ]TM γβα=n
: 
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 Where ( ) 0,, )()()( =ixyiyyixxif σσσ  is the strength domain of the i-th layer and the external membrane 
compressive load ( xxN , yyN  and xyN ) is assumed a priori known. Typically, it is reasonable to 
assume xxN  and xyN  equal to zero and yyN  equal to masonry self-weight, see [39]. Within such a 
simplification, at a distance h  from the top of the wall, the vertical pre-compression is simply 
hN Myy γ−= , where Mγ  is masonry specific weight. Generally, this assumption is technically 
acceptable for experimental tests, since in these cases a fixed in-plane compressive load (regarded 
as permanent load) 0NN yy −=  is applied before out-of-plane actions and kept constant until failure, 
whereas 0== xyxx NN . 
Similar considerations may be repeated to find the out-of-plane strength domain of element-element 
interfaces. In this latter case, however, it must be noted that two different typologies of interfaces 
are present in the model, namely brick-brick common edges and mortar joints.  
In order to evaluate their strength domain in the bending moment-torsion plane ntnn MM −  it is 
again necessary to subdivide the interface into several layers along the thickness and for each layer 
select a suitable failure criterion in the in-plane stress space )(iIσ - 
)(i
Iτ  (normal stress-tangential 
stress). Then the following lower bound limit analysis problem is written, which allows determining 
a point of the failure surface in the ntnn MM −  plane, along the direction defined by the unitary 
vector [ ]TIM βα=n  
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(9)
 Where ( ) 0, )()( ≤iIiIiIf τσ  is the in-plane failure surface of the i-th layer and σIN  and τIN  are assigned 
membrane actions (normal and tangential component respectively) acting on the interface. 
For joints, a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion with tension cutoff and linearized cap in compression 
is adopted, see Figure 4 where plastic multiplier rates for each segment (under the hypothesis of 
associated plasticity) are also represented, with mechanical parameters defining the failure surface 
as follows: tf  is the tensile strength, c  is the cohesion, Φ  is the friction angle, Ψ  the shape of the 
linearized compressive cap and cf  the compressive strength.  
In Figure 5, the out-of-plane joint failure surface at different levels of membrane load acting 
perpendicularly to the interface is shown, assuming the mechanical properties as in Table II (only 
strength values are considered), with a thickness t  of the interface equal to 102.5 mm (which 
corresponds to the thickness of the walls tested by Chong and co workers [36][37] and analyzed in 
the following Sections). Each point of the failure surface is estimated solving the optimization 
problem (9). 
As expected, a moderate membrane compression results to be quite beneficial for both the torsional 
and flexural strength of the interface, but when the compression approximates the ultimate strength 
cf , a visible drop of the out-of-plane strength is observed. 
For bricks (triangular elements), a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is adopted, again with 
mechanical properties as in Table II. The iterated solution of the optimization problem (8) allows 
one to estimate (lower bound approximation) the out-of-plane failure surface of the element in the 
Mxx,-Myy-Mxy plane, see Figure 6. 
Assuming as failure surfaces for joints and bricks those represented in Figure 5 and Figure 6, it is 
possible to evaluate, iteratively solving optimization problem (7), the ultimate masonry horizontal 
bending, vertical bending and torsion (i.e. Mxx, Myy, and Mxy) failure surfaces to use at a structural 
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level within the topology optimization strategy used to define the optimal disposition of FRP 
reinforcement. 
The resultant failure surface is depicted in Figure 7. As it is possible to notice from the figure, xxM  
strength is higher than yyM , which confirms the orthotropic behavior also under out-of-plane loads. 
Since no vertical pre-compression is present in the experimented walls, exception made for self 
weight which is considered negligible in the computations, failure surfaces refer to yyN =0. 
In the second example here investigated, with the aim of testing the reliability of the procedure 
proposed in presence of vertical pre-compression, the ultimate masonry out-of-plane strength is 
evaluated for a masonry wall in running bond with standard Italian bricks of dimensions 55 × 120 × 
250 mm3 (height × thickness × length) and mortar joints reduced to interfaces. Bricks obey a Mohr-
Coulomb failure criterion, whereas for joints a strength domain as in Figure 4 is assumed. 
Mechanical properties that fully define the strength surfaces of the constituent materials are 
summarized in Table III. Homogenized masonry out-of-plane failure surfaces in the yyxx MM −  and 
xyxx MM −  planes are depicted in Figure 8 at different values of the membrane vertical load yyN , 
with the precise aim of investigating the role played by yyN  on the homogenized out-of-plane 
strength. As can be observed from both Figure 8-a and -b, where respectively yyxx MM −  and 
xyxx MM −  sections of the failure surface are represented, when the membrane load  becomes larger 
than 0.7-0.8 times the compression strength of joints, a drop of the out-of-plane strength is 
experienced.  
In addition, it is interesting to notice that vertical membrane load influences not only the horizontal 
bending moment ( yyM ), but also the vertical one ( xxM ), as a consequence of the fact that also bed 
joints contribute to masonry vertical ultimate moment. 
Furthermore, as experimental evidences show, there is an optimal compressive load for which 
failure moments reach a maximum. Exceeded this optimum point, out-of-plane strength begins to 
decrease until membrane compressive failure occurs. It has been demonstrated in [20] that, while a 
standard Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is not able to realistically reproduce such feature, since 
there is an infinite strength in compression, a model with limited cf  is able to better represent what 
really happens in practice, Figure 8. 
When bricks are assumed infinitely resistant or when the strength of the bricks is much higher than 
that of the joints, masonry subjected to vertical bending ( yyM ) exhibits an ultimate out-of-plane 
strength ruled exclusively by the ultimate bending resistance of the joint.  
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When a limited tensile and compressive strength is adopted for joints, masonry ultimate strength in 
vertical bending ( yyM ) is straightforwardly evaluated as follows, see also Figure 9: 
( ) ( )
tc
yyt
tcyy
ff
Ntf
x
ffxtxM
+
−
=
+
−
=
2
 (10) 
Where x  physically represents the neutral axis of the bed joint section, Nyy is the in plane vertical 
membrane action (negative if in compression), fc and ft are absolute values of mortar compressive 
and tensile strength, respectively.  
It is interesting to compare the ultimate strength deduced from Equation (10) with the results 
provided by the present numerical procedure, to further assess the reliability of the model proposed 
in presence of vertical pre-compression. The comparison is shown in Figure 9, where ultimate 
vertical bending moments ( yyM ) obtained by means of either the present approach or Equation (10) 
are depicted. As can be noted, the correspondence is almost perfect. 
5. Topology optimization problem 
Two optimization approaches for the distribution of the optimal fiber-reinforcement for out-of-
plane loaded masonry structures are herein investigated following the approach for in-plane loads, 
originally introduced in [17][40]. 
Within a two-dimensional domain Ω, a linear elastic orthotropic body subjected to out-of-plane 
loads is considered. A reinforcing material is applied on both sides of the body, with the aim of 
improving stiffness and strength of the underlying masonry layer. The reinforcing layers are 
supposed to undergo membrane forces only, which add bending stiffness to the structure depending 
on their lever arm. Under the assumption of perfect bonding, a reinforcing layer can be therefore 
modeled as an additional in-plane stiffness contribution to the underlying brickwork. The stiffness 
of any finite element (i) into which the reinforced structure is subdivided can be written as: 
where KTi(xi,1,xi,2) is the stiffness matrix of the i-th reinforced finite element, KMi is the stiffness 
contribution of the underlying orthotropic masonry structure, whereas ,1 ,2,Ri RiK K account for an 
isotropic layer of reinforcement placed on the two sides of the masonry element. The latter 
contributions depend on the density of the reinforcement on each side of the i -th element, xi,1, xi,2 
(with 0 ≤ xi,1,xi,2 ≤ 1), according to the so-called SIMP law [41]; p = 3 in the application presented 
hereafter [42].  
( ),1 ,2 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,2, p pTi i i Mi i Ri i RiK x x K x K x K= + + , (11) 
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As introduced in Section 1, a wide literature exists that addresses the automatic generation of 
reinforcement layouts for structural elements. A classical application exploits methods of topology 
optimization to derive truss-like structures the can be interpreted as load paths, suggesting rebar of 
concrete elements along tensile members of the achieved optimal design, see in particular [19] [43]- 
[45]. Building codes suggest the adoption of the strain energy of the structural element as the 
objective function to generate admissible layouts at the ultimate limit state, see also [46]. The 
minimization of the strain energy for applications of fiber-reinforcement to existing structural 
element has been used accordingly in [47] and [18]. However, brittleness of some building 
materials such as brickwork suggests investigating alternative approaches taking into full account 
the failure criterion of the structural element to be reinforced, see [40],[17] and also [48].  
Coping with the herein considered out-of-plane behavior of masonry panels, this contribution 
proposes a reinforcement strategy that is based on the adoption of a stress-constrained minimization 
of the structural weight of the reinforcement. The discrete version of the problem implemented in 
this work can be written as: 
( )
( )
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 (12) 
The objective function in the above equation is the weight of the reinforcement, being Ai,1 and Ai,2 
the areas of the i-th finite element, tF the prescribed reinforcement thickness on each side of the 
panel, and n  the number of finite elements.  
The first constraint of the optimization problem in eq. (12) enforces the displacement-based 
equilibrium equation for the reinforced structural element in weak form. The global stiffness matrix 
was split into three contributions related to the underlying masonry element and the reinforcing 
layers, in agreement with eq. (11). The second requirement consists of a set of local constraints that 
enforce the strength criterion discussed in the previous section, involving the components of the 
moment vector MkM  computed in the k-th element of the masonry layer, see in particular [49]. For 
each element, more than one constraint is formulated. In fact the smooth failure surface is 
approximated by a set of planes that may be usefully adopted to enforce feasibility of the moments 
computed in each finite element discretizing the masonry layer as a set of linear inequalities. 
Whereas all the inequalities prescribed by the adopted strength criterion are evaluated at each finite 
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element, only a few are actually implemented as effective enforcements according to [50]. This 
approach allows for a significant reduction in the number of active constraints, as a very limited set 
of local enforcements (m<<n) can be selected and included in the optimization algorithm. 
Since internal actions constraints are prescribed on a fixed phase of the domain, i.e. the masonry 
layer, the well-known singularity problem does not affect the minimization procedure, and no 
relaxation is required to handle internal actions constraints, see e.g. [51]. 
The presented optimization problem is solved by means of mathematical programming adopting the 
Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA) by [52]. The adopted gradient-based optimizer is well-
suited for large scale problems, calling for the sensitivity analysis of objective function and 
constraints on the two sets of variables, i.e. ,1 ,2,i ix x . Sensitivity computation is performed according 
to the adjoint method that allows reducing the computational burden of the multi-constrained 
formulation by fully exploiting the implemented selection strategy [53]. The starting guess for the 
density unknowns consists of full reinforcement prescribed for each side of the structural element, 
which means ,1 ,2, 1i ix x =  all over the domain. In the results presented in the following section, it 
will be found that ,1 ,2i ix x=  for each finite element, as expected from the adopted modeling of the 
out-of-plane behavior of the reinforced masonry panel. This allows for a symmetric disposal of the 
strengthening layers with respect to the medium plane of the panel and is ideally conceived to resist 
moments induced by two-way actions such as seismic loads. However, the adoption of two 
independent sets of unknowns ( ,1 ,2,i ix x ) allows providing an ad hoc solution also in the case one 
side of the panel should not be available to any reinforcement.   
Optimal layouts achieved by the stress-based approach of eq. (12) will be compared to results 
generated through the energy-based formulation reported next, see also [18]: 
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The objective function of the above equation is the structural compliance, that is, the discrete 
bilinear form computed through the local stiffness contributions in eq. (11) and the array of the 
nodal displacements at equilibrium, i.e. u. The first constraint of the optimization problem enforces 
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the equilibrium equation for the reinforced structural element in weak form, as found in eq. (12). 
The second enforcement represents instead a global constraint that is prescribed to the available 
(normalized) amount of material, that is the so-called volume fraction Vf. 
6.Case studies / numerical simulations 
A set of windowed panels, sketched in Figure 10 and labeled here from SB01 to SB03, were 
experimentally tested up to failure without any reinforcement by other authors [36][37]. Here, they 
are handled through the topology optimization algorithm presented in Section 5 to figure out a 
possible layout of fiber-reinforcement. The dimensions of all the panels are 5615×2475×102.5 mm3. 
Each panel was built in stretcher bond between two stiff abutments, with simply supported vertical 
edges (allowance for in-plane displacements was provided); the top edge was free and the bottom 
edge was fixed.  
Running bond masonry is well known to have orthotropic mechanical properties even in the elastic 
range: for this reason orthotropy in the linear elastic rangehas been fully taken into account in the 
following simulations, although moderate effects are expected on the topology optimization results 
with respect to a simplified isotropic modelling, see in particular [40]. The equivalent elastic 
properties of masonry are Ex = 14534 MPa, Ey = 12420 MPa, Gxy = 4914 MPa and νxy = 0.1588, 
being x the horizontal axis. The above values have been derived according to the homogenization 
procedure presented in the previous sections, whereas results are in agreement with indications 
provided by both experimental and numerical literature dealing with this set of experiments (see e.g. 
[15]). 
The presented formulation for the topology optimization of any reinforcement is implemented with 
the aim of distributing retrofitting material with Young modulus Ef = 230 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio 
νf = 0.2, over two layers of thickness tF = 0.5 mm bonded at both sides of the structure. 
The minimum weight solution compatible with the prescribed strength criterion, see Figure 7, for 
the masonry layer acted upon by an out-of-plane load 20.165p kN m=  is presented in Figure 
11(a). Black regions stand for reinforced zones, whereas white regions for unreinforced ones. 
Reinforcement is mainly located along the clamped edge of the panel, in order to increase strength 
where maximum bending is expected, see also the relevant principal stress directions in the fibers of 
Figure 11(b). Figure 12 shows contour plots of the moments Mxx, Myy and Mxy, computed in the 
masonry layer of the unreinforced panel and their feasibility with respect to the strength criterion. 
The feasibility ratio, see Figure 12(d) is lower or, at most, equal to 1, meaning that the adopted 
stress-constrained formulation is effective in providing a robust control of the stress field all over 
the domain. For the sake of completeness, in Figure 13(a) the location of the centers of the elements 
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where out-of-plane masonry internal actions (bending moment and torque) stand on the failure 
surface (critical points) is depicted. Each node is identified by a different symbol (colored spheres 
or Platonic solids) and the same graphical notation is used in Figure 13(b), where a representation 
of the failure surface with the state of stress of the same critical points is provided. As can be noted, 
the internal actions state falls on the failure surface, to demonstrate that the stress-based topology 
optimization problem has provided an admissible solution. 
The layout shown in Figure 11 has a final volume fraction Vf equal to 0.25, meaning that 12.5% of 
each vertical side should be covered by the fiber-reinforcement, whereas the maximum out-of-plane 
deflection is 1.59 mm. The achieved volume-fraction has been prescribed also within an energy-
based formulation to look for the optimal distribution of the same amount of material such that the 
compliance is minimized, i.e. stiffness is maximized. The optimal layout is provided in Figure 14. It 
mainly resembles that of Figure 11, except for the fact that the energy-based procedure gathers most 
of the material towards the center of lower edge of the panel, whereas the stress-based layout is 
nearly step-wise uniform along the edge. This minor difference has a remarkable outcome over the 
performances of the reinforced panels. As expected, the energy-based solution is the stiffest, as the 
relevant maximum out-of-plane deflection is 1.35 mm, 15% less than the stress-based solution. 
However, the moments arising in the masonry layer are not feasible with respect to the strength 
criteria, since the feasibility ratio is larger than 1 along most of the lower edge of the reinforced 
panel, see Figure 15. 
The layouts above presented have been achieved through a discretization of 512 elements, which, 
although rough, is able to provide a preliminary advice for the optimal deployment of the fiber-
reinforcement. Figure 16(a) shows a stress-based design achieved through a discretization of 2024 
elements, whereas 20.160p kN m= . This decrease in terms of the out-of-plane load (around 3%) is 
suited to provide a direct comparison with the design in Figure 11, since both share the same 
volume fraction Vf , but the finer discretization allows for a more accurate approximation of the 
stress field (with higher peaks). The optimal layout in Figure 16(a) is more or less the same 
presented in Figure 11 except for the minor branches found in the finer mesh. As already discussed 
for plane problems in [40], mesh dependence and other typical numerical instabilities can be 
avoided through the adoption of a conventional filter acting on the density variable throughout the 
optimization procedure, as done in conventional problems of topology optimization, see e.g. [54] 
and also [55]. Figure 16(b) shows the effect of such a regularization adopting a filtering radius that 
is equal to one and a half the side of the elements. It must be remarked that the stress-based layouts 
in Figure 11(a), Figure 16(a) and Figure 16(b) provide the designer with the same preliminary 
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information about the optimal arrangement of the reinforcement, which is not so far from that 
achieved through an energy-based approach, see Figure 14. 
Major differences between stress-based and energy-based solutions are found when coping with 
larger values of the applied out-of-plane pressure. Figure 17 shows the stress-based design achieved 
for 20.185p kN m= . An increased area of reinforcement equal to Vf = 0.7 is needed to strengthen 
the panel such that the failure criterion is satisfied all over the masonry layer, see Figure 18. Going 
into details, a horizontal strip is added at the top of the panel along with two main areas connecting 
the lower reinforcement with the supported vertical edges of the panel. This additional amount of 
reinforcement has the main aim of increasing the stiffness of the panel along the horizontal 
direction in order to relieve main moments acting along the vertical one.  
Similarly to the previous case, in Figure 19(a) the location of the center of the elements where out-
of-plane internal actions on masonry layer (bending moment and torque) stand on the failure surface 
(critical points) is depicted. In Figure 19(b), a representation of the failure surface with the state of 
stress of the same critical points is provided. Again, the internal actions stands on the failure 
surface. 
For the same volume fraction the energy-based procedure finds the optimal layout in Figure 20. 
Except for the lower strip of reinforcement, the achieved design is completely different for the 
previous one, since additional fibers are distributed in the upper part of the panel, mainly along its 
vertical edges. As expected, the energy-based solution is stiffer than the stress-based (1.27 mm vs 
1.32 mm of out-of-plane deflection), but the moments arising in the masonry layer are not feasible 
with respect to the stress criterion, see in particular Figure 21(d). 
A final investigation on this example refers to numerical issues. Figure 22 compares the history plot 
of the stress-based procedure launched over the mesh of 512 elements for the two investigated 
values of the out-of-plane load, 20.160p kN m= and 20.185p kN m= , both in terms of weight of 
the reinforcement and number of active constraints. Smooth convergence of the objective function 
is observed, with extended plateaux starting form the first 10/15 iterations. The adoption of a full 
material distribution as starting guess allows reducing the computational burden peculiar to the first 
iterations of the multi-constrained optimization, see in particular [50]. After the peak of these steps, 
the selection strategy chooses a limited amount of active local constraints (less than 15% of the 
elements in the mesh). Their number is stable throughout the optimization procedure and is nearly 
equal for both values of the out-of-plane loads. In fact, independently on the amount of distributed 
reinforcement, the set of finite elements governing the failure of the masonry layer is approximately 
the same: all of them are located within the middle lower region of the panel, see in particular 
Figure 12(d) and Figure 18(d). 
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The windowed panel of Figure 10(b), SB02, is investigated over a mesh of 674 finite elements, 
looking for the best distribution of reinforcement to improve its response to out-of-plane loads. 
Figure 23 shows the stress-based solution for 20.250p kN m= , whereas Figure 24 shows contour 
plots of the moments in the masonry layer that are fully compliant with the strength criterion. 
Looking at Figure 24(d) one may easily notice that the big hole in the center of the panel extends 
the size of the critical region along the clamped edge, whereas stress concentrations arise in the 
vicinity of its lower corners. Undesired stress peaks are controlled through an ad hoc local 
reinforcement located next to the geometric singularities, whereas moments acting in the vertical 
directions are released increasing the stiffness of the lintel. As done for panel SB01, in Figure 25(a) 
the location of the nodes where out-of-plane internal actions on masonry layer (bending moment 
and torque) stand on the failure surface (critical points) is depicted, whereas in Figure 25(b) a 
representation of the masonry failure surface with the state of stress of the same critical points is 
provided.  
Figure 26 shows the energy-based solution that has been achieved for the same amount of 
reinforcement arranged by the stress-based solution, i.e. for Vf = 0.4. The solution is almost similar 
to that represented in Figure 23. As expected, it performs slightly better referring to the overall 
stiffness, but worst concerning feasibility of the moments in the masonry layer with respect to the 
strength criterion, see Figure 27.  
The same investigation is performed adopting a finer mesh of 2696 finite elements. Figure 28 shows 
a comparison of a stress-based design, whose pressure load 20.225p kN m= has been chosen in 
order to achieve Vf = 0.4, along with an energy-based design enforcing the same amount of fiber-
reinforcement. These finer layouts increase readability of the results achieved on the coarser mesh 
and assess that minor differences arise between a strength-driven optimization and its energy-driven 
counterpart. As discussed referring to the panel SB01, this is observed if a low volume fraction is 
arranged over the masonry layer, while significant variations are expected for a higher amount of 
reinforcement to be distributed.  
Figure 29 shows the geometric location of the center of the critical elements where the internal 
actions stand on the failure surface adopted for masonry, with the same symbols (spheres and 
Platonic solids) used for the previous examples. 
Figure 30(a) depicts the optimal solution found for the pressure load 20.240p kN m= , accounting 
for a volume fraction of Vf = 0.7, whereas Figure 30(b) allows assessing the full feasibility of the 
achieved layout with respect to the prescribed strength criterion. As a variation of Figure 28, the 
optimal design for the increased load pressure additionally strengthens the panel along the 
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horizontal direction through a direct connection between the lower corner of the hole and the simply 
supported edges of the panel. 
Figure 31 shows the geometric location of the center of the critical elements assuming
20.240p kN m= , with an indication of their position on the failure surface. 
For the same volume fraction, the optimal energy-based design is represented in Figure 32(a). The 
design is significantly different in the distribution of the additional reinforcement within the lateral 
regions of the panel. This result performs better in terms of stiffness, but moments are not feasible 
with respect to the strength criterion, exceeding the threshold of about 25%, see Figure 32(b).  
The stress-based optimization routines launched for panel SB02 over the mesh accounting for 2696 
elements have been used to provide a comparison in terms of history plots of the objective function 
and number of active constraints. As already observed about a coarser mesh for the panel SB01, 
convergence is smooth and the number of active constraint is approximately the same 
notwithstanding the different amount of reinforcement to be distributed depending on the applied 
pressure load, see Figure 33. For both the minimization procedures that have been herein considered 
for panel SB02, the number of local enforcements is remarkably lower than the number of finite 
elements (less than 20%) during most of the optimization. The proposed procedure allows for a 
robust control of the internal actions field, while mitigating the computational burden tied to multi-
constrained formulations. 
A final set of simulations is performed on the panel SB03 of Figure 10(c) to investigate the effect of 
a door opening within the wall. Figure 34 represents the stress-based design achieved for an out-of-
plane load equal to 20.155p kN m= , calling for the low volume fraction Vf = 0.35. As shown by 
the principal stress directions found in the optimal reinforcement layer, fibres at the clamped edge 
of the panel provide stiffness and strength along the vertical direction, while the reinforcement of 
the lintel serves as a strengthening of the load transfer along the horizontal direction. This 
arrangement avoids the failure of the panel, see Figure 35, but it is not expected to be the best 
solution in terms of stiffness.  
Figure 36 shows the energy-based design achieved for the same volume fraction of material that 
matches this performance, but is unfeasible with respect to the prescribed failure criterion, see 
Figure 37(d). Although the main layout of the two aforementioned solutions is almost the same, 
some difference arises in the arrangement of the reinforcement at the bottom of the panel. As 
already found for panel SB01, the energy-based procedure distributes a larger amount of fibres next 
to the middle of the panel, whereas the stress-based minimization provides the lower strip of 
reinforcement with a more homogeneous thickness.  
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It must be remarked that all the simulations based on the stress-constrained formulation have been 
performed enforcing a step-wise linear approximation of the failure criterion involving 24 planes. 
To this purpose, Figure 38 shows the geometric location of the center of critical elements in this 
latter case, with an indication of their position on the out-of-plane failure surface adopted. An 
increased number of inequalities could be similarly employed to provide a finer approximation of 
the failure surface, with the remarkable counterpart of increased computational costs. Having the 
aim of investigating pros and cons of such a strategy, the stress-based optimization for the case 
study of panel SB03 has been repeated adopting 72 planes and 144 planes, respectively.  
The positions of the critical elements in these latter cases with the indication of their state of stress 
(with the same symbols adopted previously) are represented in Figure 39 and Figure 40 for the 
failure surfaces with 72 and 144 planes, respectively. As can be noted, the results found are very 
similar to those obtained with the coarse approximation by means of 24 planes. 
In addition, the design of Figure 34 has been achieved by both simulations, as assessed by Figure 
41(a). The same weight is found at convergence, but it requires a number of iterations that slightly 
increases for an increased number of planes. Figure 41(b) points out that a finer approximation of 
the failure surface calls for a wider set of active enforcements throughout the optimization 
procedure. The size of this set is mainly responsible for the overall cost of the multi-constrained 
minimization procedure. Based on the achieved results, the 24-planes approximation provides a 
robust design with a limited computational burden. 
7.Conclusions 
A stress-based approach has been presented for the automatic generation of optimal layouts of fiber-
reinforcement for masonry panels subject to out-of-plane loads. The proposed algorithm arranges 
the minimum amount of material that is needed to allow the internal actions field of the underlying 
masonry layer be feasible with respect to the adopted homogenized strength criterion. A multi-
constrained formulation arises that is used to enforce locally the feasibility of the internal actions 
field through mathematic programming. To mitigate the computational burden tied to this kind of 
formulations a selection strategy originally developed for problems of topology optimization has 
been herein specialized to problems of optimal reinforcement. Numerical simulations assess the 
robustness of the proposed procedure, also with respect to different step-wise linear approximations 
of the adopted strength criterion. Optimal layouts have been compared with conventional solutions 
based on the minimization of the overall strain energy. Differences between the two formulations 
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are minor when a low amount of fiber-reinforcement is arranged over the structure, that is Vf  < 0.5. 
If the out-of-plane loads call for higher percentage of reinforcement, an energy-based layout is quite 
different with respect to a stress-based design distributing the same amount of material. The 
conventional minimization of the strain energy can fail in avoiding the structural collapse due to 
moments in the masonry layer that can be larger than those allowed up to 20%. 
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Figures 
 
Figure 1: The micro-mechanical model proposed. –a: Subdivision of the RVE into 24 constant 
moment triangular elements (and 1/4 into 6 elements). –b: constant moment element, edge bending 
and twisting moments. 
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Figure 2: Homogenized out-of-plane moduli. -a: comparison between present plate 
approach, in-plane model available in the literature [26] and out-of-plane FEM 
homogenization [29]. –b: error estimation against literature model. Dijhk’ is the 
homogenized module by either Zucchini & Lourenço [26] or out-of-plane FEM 
[29]. 
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Figure 3: FE discretization of 1/8 of the elementary cell used to perform the elastic homogenized 
analysis, Chen and co-workers masonry (12480 bricks, 14175 nodes) 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Linearized Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion with tension cutoff and compressive cap 
for mortar joints reduced to interface  
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Figure 5: Out-of-plane failure criterion adopted for joint interfaces. –a: Mnn-Mnt plane. –b: 3D 
space 
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Figure 6: Out-of-plane failure criterion adopted for triangular elements (brick).–a: 3D space. –b: 
Mxx-Myy plane. 
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Figure 7: Homogenized out-of-plane failure surface obtained for the studied masonry.  
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-a 
 
-b 
Figure 8: Failure surface obtained at increasing value of the vertical membrane load. –
a: yyxx MM −  Sections. –b: xyxx MM −  Sections. 
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Figure 9: Left: Static approach (equilibrated analytical formula) to determine the ultimate vertical 
bending strength Myy of a masonry wall in presence of a vertical membrane load Nyy. Right: 
comparison between the equilibrated numerical model proposed and the equilibrated analytical 
formula. 
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Figure 10: Windowed panels loaded out-of-plane. Dimensions of the 
panels and boundary conditions [36][37]. L=5615 mm H=2475 mm 
s1=1125 s2=s=450 mm B=910 mm L1= 2260 mm. –a: panel SB01. –b: 
panel SB02. –c: panel SB03. 
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Figure 11: Panel SB01. Stress-based design for 20.165p kN m= . Optimal distribution of the fiber-
reinforcement (a) and relevant principal stress directions (b), 0.25, 1.59 .fV w mm= =  
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Figure 12: Panel SB01. Moments (in kNm/m) in the masonry layer of the panel reinforced 
through the stress-based optimization for 20.165p kN m= (a-c) and feasibility of the moment 
field with respect to the strength criterion (d). 
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Figure 13: Panel SB01 reinforced through the stress-based optimization for 20.165p kN m= . -a: 
Location of the elements where out-of-plane internal actions on masonry layer (bending moment 
and torque) stand on the failure surface (critical points). –b: Representation of the failure surface 
and the critical points on it. 
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Figure 14: Panel SB01. Energy-based design for 20.165p kN m= and 0.25fV = . Optimal 
distribution of the fiber-reinforcement (a) and relevant principal stress directions (b), 1.35 .w mm=  
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Figure 15. Panel SB01. Moments (in kNm/m) in the masonry layer of the panel reinforced 
through the energy-based optimization for 20.165p kN m= (a-c) and feasibility of the moment 
field with respect to the strength criterion (d). 
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Figure 16: Panel SB01. Stress-based design for 20.160p kN m= . Optimal distribution of the 
fiber-reinforcement over a mesh of 2024 elements with no filter (a) and with density filter (b). 
0.25fV = . 
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Figure 17: Panel SB01. Stress-based design for 20.185p kN m= . Optimal distribution of the fiber-
reinforcement (a) and relevant principal stress directions (b), 0.70, 1.32 .fV w mm= =  
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Figure 18: Moments (in kNm/m) in the masonry layer of the panel reinforced through the 
stress-based optimization for 20.185p kN m= (a-c) and feasibility of the moment field with 
respect to the strength criterion (d). 
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Figure 19: Panel SB01 reinforced through the stress-based optimization for 20.185p kN m= . -a: 
Location of the elements where out-of-plane internal actions on masonry layer (bending moment 
and torque) stand on the failure surface (critical points). –b: Representation of the failure surface 
and the critical points on it. 
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Figure 20: Panel SB01. Energy-based design for 20.185p kN m= and 0.70fV = . Optimal 
distribution of the fiber-reinforcement (a) and relevant principal stress directions (b), 1.27 .w mm=  
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Figure 21: Panel SB01. Moments (in kNm/m) in the masonry layer of the panel reinforced 
through the energy-based optimization for 20.185p kN m= (a-c) and feasibility of the moment 
field with respect to the strength criterion (d). 
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Figure 22: Reinforcement of Panel SB01 through the stress-based optimization: weight convergence 
(a) and number of active constraints (b) for 20.165p kN m= and 20.185p kN m= . 
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Figure 23: Panel SB02. Stress-based design for 20.250p kN m= . Optimal distribution of the fiber-
reinforcement (a) and relevant principal stress directions (b), 0.40, 1.72 .fV w mm= =  
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Figure 24: Panel SB02. Moments (in kNm/m) in the masonry layer of the panel reinforced 
through the stress-based optimization for 20.250p kN m= (a-c) and feasibility of the moment 
field with respect to the strength criterion (d). 
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Figure 25: Panel SB02 reinforced through the stress-based optimization for 20.250p kN m= . -a: 
Location of the elements where out-of-plane internal actions on masonry layer (bending moment 
and torque) stand on the failure surface (critical points). –b: Representation of the failure surface 
and the critical points on it. 
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Figure 26: Panel SB02. Energy-based design for 20.250p kN m= and 0.40fV = . Optimal 
distribution of the fiber-reinforcement (a) and relevant principal stress directions (b), 1.70 .w mm=  
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Figure 27: Panel SB02. Moments (in kNm/m) in the masonry layer of the panel reinforced 
through the energy-based optimization for 20.250p kN m= (a-c) and feasibility of the moment 
field with respect to the strength criterion (d). 
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Figure 28. Panel SB02. Stress-based design for 20.225p kN m=  ( 0.40fV = ) (a) and energy-based 
design for 20.225p kN m= and 0.40fV = (b), mesh of 2696 elements. 
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Figure 29: Panel SB02 reinforced through the stress-based optimization for 20.225p kN m= . -a: 
Location of the elements where out-of-plane internal actions on masonry layer (bending moment 
and torque) stand on the failure surface (critical points). –b: Representation of the failure surface 
and the critical points on it. 
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Figure 30: Panel SB02. Stress-based design for 20.240p kN m= . Optimal distribution of the 
fiber-reinforcement over a mesh of 2696 elements (a) and feasibility of the moment field with 
respect to the strength criterion (b) 0.70, 1.51 .fV w mm= =  
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Figure 31: Panel SB02 reinforced through the stress-based optimization for 20.240p kN m= . -a: 
Location of the elements where out-of-plane internal actions on masonry layer (bending moment 
and torque) stand on the failure surface (critical points). –b: Representation of the failure surface 
and the critical points on it. 
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Figure 32: Panel SB02. Energy-based design for 20.240p kN m=  and 0.70fV = . Optimal 
distribution of the fiber-reinforcement over a mesh of 2696 elements (a) and feasibility of the 
moment field with respect to the strength criterion (b), 1.46 .w mm=  
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Figure 33. Reinforcement of Panel SB02 through the stress-based optimization: weight convergence 
(a) and number of active constraints (b) for 20.225p kN m= and 20.240p kN m=  over a mesh of 
2696 elements. 
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Figure 34: Panel SB03. Stress-based design for 20.155p kN m= . Optimal distribution of the fiber-
reinforcement (a) and relevant principal stress directions (b), 0.35, 1.26 .fV w mm= =  
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Figure 35: Panel SB03. Moments (in kNm/m) in the masonry layer of the panel reinforced 
through the stress-based optimization for 20.155p kN m= (a-c) and feasibility of the moment 
field with respect to the strength criterion (d). 
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Figure 36: Panel SB03. Energy-based design for 20.155p kN m= and 0.35fV = . Optimal 
distribution of the fiber-reinforcement (a) and relevant principal stress directions (b), 1.24 .w mm=  
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Figure 37: Panel SB03. Moments (in kNm/m) in the masonry layer of the panel reinforced 
through the energy-based optimization for 20.155p kN m= (a-c) and feasibility of the moment 
field with respect to the strength criterion (d). 
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Figure 38: Panel SB03 reinforced through the stress-based optimization for 20.155p kN m= . 
Failure surface with 24 planes. -a: Location of the elements where out-of-plane internal actions on 
masonry layer (bending moment and torque) stand on the failure surface (critical points). –b: 
Representation of the failure surface and the critical points on it. 
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Figure 39: Panel SB03 reinforced through the stress-based optimization for 20.155p kN m= . 
Failure surface with 72 planes. -a: Location of the elements where out-of-plane internal actions on 
masonry layer (bending moment and torque) stand on the failure surface (critical points). –b: 
Representation of the failure surface and the critical points on it. 
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Figure 40: Panel SB03 reinforced through the stress-based optimization for 20.155p kN m= . 
Failure surface with 144 planes. -a: Location of the elements where out-of-plane internal actions on 
masonry layer (bending moment and torque) stand on the failure surface (critical points). –b: 
Representation of the failure surface and the critical points on it. 
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Figure 41. Reinforcement of Panel SB03 through the stress-based optimization: weight convergence 
(a) and number of active constraints (b) for 20.155p kN m= and three different step-wise 
approximations of the strength criterion. 
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Tables 
 
 E [N/mm2] 
Young modulus 
ν 
Poisson ratio 
brick 20000 0.2 
mortar 5000 0.25 
Table I: Initial mechanical properties assumed for the elastic simulations reported in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
Symbol Joint Brick   
E 3500 10000 [MPa] Young Modulus 
G 1500 5000 [MPa] Shear Modulus 
c 1.0 ft 2 [MPa] Cohesion 
ft 0.32 - [MPa] Tensile strength 
fc 2 - [MPa] Compressive strength 
Φ 36 45 [ ° ] Friction angle 
Y 50 - [ ° ] Angle of the linearized compressive cap 
Table II: [36][37] experimental data. Mechanical properties assumed for the constituent materials. 
 
 
 
Mortar joints reduced to interfaces 
(Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion with tension cutoff and linearized compressive cap) 
cohesion [MPa] c ft  
tensile strength [MPa] ft 0.05 
compressive strength [MPa] fc 2.3 
friction angle [Deg] Φ 37 
shape of the linearized compressive cap [Deg] Y 45 
Brick interfaces and triangular brick elements  
(Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion) 
cohesion [MPa] cb 2 
friction angle [Deg] Fb 45 
Table III: Mechanical properties adopted for the out-of-plane numerical simulations in presence of 
vertical pre-compression (standard Italian bricks). 
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